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Alumni-Student Convention:

In Retrospect
by LoEL WuRL, Senior Class President
The climaxing event of the Alumni-Student Convention
took place in the California Room, Mission Inn, Riverside,
California, 6:45 p.m. March 12, 1962. Dining, musical
entertainment, and the awarding of prizes for students'
table clinics comprised the evening. John DeVincenzo was
awarded first prize for his student table clinic. He won
$250, plus a trip to Miami in October for his clinic on the
Histochemistry of Dental Caries. He presented a new and
exciting concept; studying pathology of the teeth by keeping them "alive" outside the oral cavity.
Twenty-six excellent clinics were presented, any one of
which was worthy of winning. Seven prizes were awarded
in the following order :
Second-Herman Montgomery and Clyde Crowson, The
Use of RTU 502 Silicone in Flasking Dentures; ThirdEarl Collard, Laminated Foil for Gingival Restorations;
Fourth-Larry Shipowick and Henry Williams, Precision
Partial Dentures; Fifth- Veda Holub and Nancy Masters,
Instruments Used in the Prophylaxis; Sixth- Miles Scott
and Tom Scott, Living Dentures; Seventh- Lyndon Harder and Donald Tucker, Adolescent Anterior Fractures.
One interesting and amusing clinic which probably
caused more laughter and comment than any other was
Larry McEwen's demonstration of the new Thomasdent
Neu-Jack for positive physiologic centric relation. Larry

recently received three endorsements from renowned individuals . Melvin Lundski, D.D .S. A.F.L.; Charles T.
Smyth, D.D.S. B.O .S.S.; and AI Burnsk, D .D .S. C.A.B.
These men feel that this Neu-Jack is probably the greatest
thing in dentistry since the development of the Thomasdent
casting machine which casts inlays directly in the mouth .
Thirty commercial exhibitors were kept busy showing
students and alumni their specific products and new developments in the field of dental equipment from 8 A .M.
to 4:30P.M .
Some of these exhibitors such as Dental Eaze, Torit and
Las Flores made generous contributions of equipment to
the school.
An informative and interesting lecture on Investments,
Will and Estate Planning was given by William R. Spinney.
At 6:45 P.M. the center of attention was the AlumniStudent Banquet and the excellent entertainment provided
by the University of Southern California Steel Band. This
is a unique band where the musicians use steel drums as
musical instruments.
A vote of thanks is certainly due the individuals who
donated numerous hours to make this an interesting and
informative day for all of us.

Three Top Table Clinics

First- John DeVincenzo

Second-H. Montgomery, C. Crowson

Third-Earl Collard
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A1(//J/e Klin1c AW(/td

SPECIAL: For outstanding service in retarding dentistry our hats stay on. To T homasdent goes the
Mable Klinic Award, a beautiful one hundred and
fourteen piece after dinner set-a colossal box of

toothpicks.

The M arch issue of the Contrangle introduces the editorial talents of M iss M ary Bradshaw. We are very for tunate to have M iss Bradshaw on the editorial staff and
would like to thank her for her splendid efforts that may
be seen in this issue.
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Everyone is busy in the dental clinic. Patients are lined
up in the corridor, the P.A. system announcing their arrival, when all at once the buzz of a call comes through the
switchboard. "Operator, please call Mr. David Littlefield
for 681, thank you." The operator herself gets all excited
about the call to 681, and in her effort to get it right away,
she stumbles over her words and calls : "Mr. Little Davidfield, please call 681.''
At the Dean's office the two secretaries are busy typing,
answering calls and the callers, as the 4 lines buzz and buzz,
and it seems there is no end to the buzzing. When a trembling voice on the other end says, "Are you calling me?
Are you sure there is no mistake? What is it this time?"
"Yes, David, the Dean would like to see you." answers the
secretary assuringly.
David walks into the office reluctantly, seats himself on
a chair and waits his turn wondering what could the matter be. As the secretary ushers him through the door, she
hands the Dean a letter that has just arrived in the morning
mail. Of all the thoughts that went through David's mind,
none was a pleasant one, and he certainly did not know
what to expect. The Dean goes on reading "Congratulations on the fine work done by your dental clinic. My
deepest appreciation goes to your fine student, Mr. David
Littlefield. If he is an example of the maj ority of your students, you must be indeed very proud. . . . Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Iva Johnson"-a patient.
It is interesting to note the reactions of one who has just
heard his name, followed by number "681 ". From my
desk I get a first-hand view as they come in, and have
classified them into three categories : First, there is the
type who comes in as quiet as a mouse. As I glance at his
face I can hear him thinking : "There must be a mistake.
\'lfhy, I haven't done anything wrong ! Of course, it could
be my low grade in Restorative!"
Then there is his opposite, big, and bold, and brave.
He looks as though he's thinking, "Of all the nerve! Why
there are scores of patients waiting out there for me. Such
a waste of time !"
Then, of course, there is the just-plain-scared type whose
look is as transparent as can be. There is no doubt but that
he's thinking, "Just how did they find out about me! "
Seriously though, being asked to come into our office,
doesn't carry with it an automatic raking-over-the-coals.
Sometimes, the most pleasant news, friendly discussions,
and helpful counselling, are the result of the call. So just
stop and think for a moment ... 681 isn't so bad after all.
Our students don't mind t heir studies
And they think that clinic is fun ;
But they are completely petrified,
When t hey're paged for "681"!
For, as t hey nea·r the office
How their knees will shake;
Their faces turn a ghostly white
And their voices seem to quake.
But we have other numbers
(From 681 to 4)
And we have about decided
That they'll hear 681 no more.
For that must be what worries them,
So, I' ll tell you what we'll do .
If it'll keep t he students happy
We shall page for "682".

Yours for " 681"
(Mrss) NAJWA L. NABTI
Secretary to the D ean

d.s.a.
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Our Tutors

S. S. WHITE DENTAL
Mfg. Co.
San Fernando Valley Branch
10661 Burbank Blvd.
Pasadena Branch
Long Beach Branch
1057 Pine Ave.
81 North Mentor Ave.
San Bernardino Branch
Sherman Oaks Branch
216 East Highland Ave.
4537 Van Nuys Blvd.
Anaheim Branch
San Diego Branch
927 North Euclid Ave.
1760 Fifth Ave.

Qualified Knowledge
of
all requirements backed by
many years experience
in successfully fulfilling
the needs of the
DENTAL GRADUATE
BOB BABER
Lorna Linda Representative
Bus. HU 2-0470
Los Angeles

Res. ED 2-7019
Covina

Dental Assisting Dept.
by BERNICE GuPTILL
The Dental Assisting Department is the latest addition
to the School of Dentistry's teaching program. Under a
grant from the Department of Public Health, senior students are being given the opportunity of working in the
clinic with an experienced dental assistant. The objective
of the program is to teach the student to employ the services of an assistant to the greatest advantage, in the most
efficient manner, by instilling the concepts of organization,
delegation of duties, cooperative teamwork and consistency
in operative procedures. The student who learns these skills
will reap the reward in his future practice, achieve a high
degree of efficiency and esprit de corps, a high standard of
technical achievement, and be able to render a better health
service for more people.
A number of the cubicles in the north-east corner of the
clinic have been converted so they may be used efficiently
with an assistant. Manifolds fastened to the arms of the
chairs give easy access to air, water and vacuuming apparatus. Each unit has a high-speed air-rotor. The newest
eguipment includes a Chayes belt-driven, high-speed unit
in which even the manifold on the arm is eliminated,
Dent-L-Eze Contour chair and an assistant's stool.
Each senior works with an assistant for a week during
which time they follow a procedures manual wherein are
defined the duties of the operator and the assistant. Approximately 95% of the senior students have utilized an
assistant this year or are tentatively scheduled to work with
one before this semester ends.

by C. REYNOLDS AND P. TAHMISIAN
One who is ambitious, hard-working, helpful, patient,
kind, always ready to be of service whenever called upon;
one who goes far beyond her call of duty as wife, mother,
instructor, and friend, very appropriately describes our friend
and instructor Mrs. Emmerson.
Mrs. Patricia Giddings Emmerson was born January 8, 1920 in
Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Her
parents moved to California
when she was very young so she
is almost considered "native" to
California. She resided in Oakland with her parents until she
entered Pacific Union College to
P . G. EMMERSON
major in English and Spanish.
Her four years of college were marked with the usual
round of social activities, which included amongst other
things her being elected vice-president of the Junior Class,
a high scholastic standing, and an interesting work program as head dishwasher in the cafeteria during her freshman year. Her sophomore year she graduated to the position of chief book-duster in the library. On becoming a
sophiticated junior she was given the position of reader
and secretary to Professor Alex Monteith. Even today
Professor Monteith acclaims her as being one of the most
efficient and valuable secretaries he has known.
After graduation she spent several years teaching Spanish, shorthand, and physical education; she was also librarian and registrar at Golden Gate Academy in Oakland,
California. Between lesson plans she found time for wedding plans which culminated in 1941 when she married
Mr. Clinton Emmerson who was a sophomore in dentistry
at the College of Physicians and Surgeons in San Francisco.
Upon his graduation he received a beckoning call from
Uncle Sam. His "sentence" in the service found him stationed in various parts of the United States-at different
'
times of course.
For the past six and one-half years 'the Emmersons have
resided in Hemet, California, with their 16-year-old son,
Bill and 9-year-old daughter Sharon. Mrs. Emmerson
completed her dental hygiene training, being a member
of the first class to graduate from the School of Dental
Hygiene at Lorna Linda University. At present she is a
part time instructor in the dental hygiene curriculum.
- -- - -- - d.s.a. - - - - - - -

$pcvdd. $Lana
by LELAND NIXON
On Sunday morning the eleventh of March the first annual Alumni-Student golf tournament was held. It was a
beautiful day for golf and was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
The tournament was won by Wally Pitts with a total of
80. Dr. Louie Bishop was second with an 81 and Dr.
Robert Steen came in third with an 8 5.
Now that the weather has made a turn for the better our
intramural league will soon get under way. Just a word
to the wise-let's start to get those arms in shape so we can
enjoy the game.

d.s.a.
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Wall's Items of Interest
Item :

Item:

Item:
Item:
Item:

by fRANK WALL
Congratulations to those participating in the table
clinics-a job well done. We will be well represented in Florida. John Lehman should also have
received an award for a splendid organizational
job-months of preparation for commercial displays and table clinics are required. The consensus of opinion, from where I sit, would suggest
these considerations for table clinic evaluation :
1. Selection of judges from alumni and guests
rather than teaching faculty.
2. Consideration of graduate research student
presentations on a separate scale from that
used for evaluating presentations by students
in the routine dental curriculum.
3. Evaluation of the table clinics by judges independently, rather than as a group.
Upper classmen received the dictum that one day,
Tuesday, April 17, was being granted for convention participation, with about the same gusto that
the realization that one day, Friday, April 20, had
been awarded for Spring Vacation. Apparently,
"men are cheap-horses cost money." Students
and Faculty suspect that in this way the machinery
will not idle long enough to impair efficiency!
Have mercy!
Juniors are encouraged with the results of the denture mock board. Who knows, we may pass the
state board yet!
Congratulations to Earl Collard for the job he's

Item :
Item:
Item:

Item:
Item:

doing with the Contrangle,- praise well earned.
Do you have time to prepare for the National
Board?
Congratulations to Dr. Neufeld for a job well done
in Chicago; success on the practical is assured.
The plea of insufficient time is as old as are dental
schools I suspect, but still to be coped with. I wonder if a study has ever been undertaken to determine ways to encourage dental students, and lighten
the load? It would do wonders for the morale.
Morale is most important, for an achievement is no
better than the conditioned thought inspiring it.
Accomplishment is in direct proportion to self
confidence. Can morale be raised by the following :
1. Believing in our own ability?
2. Determining to do the best work possible
without undue emphasis on time?
3. Receiving encouragement from our tutors, as
well as practical assistance when needed ?
4. Giving everything and everyone a fair trial?
5. Knowing that instructors have searched their
memories for some recollection of their training experience, its frustrations and gratifications?
6. Obtaining a few days of well earned respite
from the rigors of the curriculum during
each semester?
Juniors are appreciative of the night laboratory
privileges.
Congratulations to Dr. Taves for the splendid T.V.
demonstration- we knew you could and would
conquer.

DENTAL INSlTRANCE
The Southern California State Dental Association has provided and recommends the following insurance policies for
members.
1. GROUP MALPRACTICE INSURANCE.
The complete protection policy that defends and protects your assets and good name and that is
under the supervision of the S.C.S.D.A. Insurance Committee.

2. DISABILITY INCOME PROTECTION UP TO $500 A MONTH.
3. FAMILY HOSPITAL MAJOR MEDICAL EXPENSE POLICY.
4. SPECIAL LOW COST LIFE INSURANCE PLAN.
5. DENTAL EQUIPMENT FLOATER.
Save Money Through The Association Plans of Insurance.

KEELING

&

COMPANY

765 South Harvard Boulevard

Los Angeles 5, California

DU. 8-1391

Dental Insurance Specialists for Thirty Years
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From a Junior Perspective

by KATHY SWINSON
Scrape! Scrape! Yes, the purple-finger trademark is indelibly imprinted on those comprising the hygiene class of
'63. Clinic days are at last here to stay.
We started scraping on each other the first of this semester and encountered quite a little more tongue and saliva
than in our typodonts of last semester. During this period Helen Stirewalt alarmingly noted that her partner,
Carol Gaines, bled profusely when explored. Helpful
Carol eventually communicated to her that the explorer
tip was turned the wrong way.
We have since graduated to "real" patients. We were
"broken" in on children because they have less calculus
and fewer teeth. Besides, no one takes seriously a child
who relates how nervous and clumsy his hygienist was.
A girl who for obvious reasons prefers to remain anonymous informed the patient that he was her first. He abruptly closed his mouth and refused to open it.
The girl in the cubicle next to Jerry Harrold finished
her patient before Jerry. Mrs. Bates remarked to her,
"Well, Judi, that wasn't so bad for your first prophy, was
it?" Immediately thereafter Jerry's patient displayed exctllent sympathetic stimulation: thick, ropy saliva, dilated
pupils, and quavering mandible.
There is a new twist to the usual story of the hygienist
who doesn't realize her patient is wearing dentures . One
lady became somewhat irate when our girl, under mistaken
impression, presumed to ask her for her uppers.

Typical was the little old lady who had patiently held
her jaw open for three hours while half her mouth was
cleaned. When asked whether she preferred her next appointment for 8 :00 or 10 :00 in the morning, she sweetly
smiled and replied, "Maybe we'd better make it eight, so
we can finish by noon."
Two appointments per prophy is routine. However, we
take five or six if any calculus is present.
We have come to adore individuals who are deficient in
posterior teeth. Rough enamel and decalcified areas are
particularly laborious to remove.
We habitually neglect to apply the napkin, drip disclosing solution in the most inopportune places, direct
the light in the patient's eyes, and lower the chair at a
breathtaking rate.
If only Mr. Patient could see the girl ducked behind
his chair and frantically scanning notes on instrument setup and order of procedure!
And then there's that embarrassing question with which
patients continually harass hygienists : "Do I have any
cavities?" Most of us have never seen a "cavity." The
stock reply may become, ''I'd tell you if I could, but your
gums are bleeding so much I just can't see your teeth."
Thus far no member has contracted a certain well-emphasized virus disease from the bite of a rabid patient,
although bites have been incurred. However, since clinical
manifestations usually require around forty days to appear
if the wound is inflicted on the hand, hygienists may yet
appear on clinic floor frothy-mouthed and irritable.
We harbor no regrets for running sophomore and even
senior dental students out of their cubicles. We're learning to make our way in the dental office.

d.s.a.
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Student of the Month
by HERMAN Q. L.

MONTGOMERY

Things are looking up for the West Coast. For the second consecutive time the Golden State has spawned our
Student of the Month.
John Lehman was born in Los
Angeles in 1933. After graduating from Hollywood High
School, he obtained his Bachelor's Degree from USC, with a
major in Zoology. The next two
years found him at Bible Institute
where he earned an Associate of
Arts Degree.
Pacific Mutual signed his pay
checks for the year following his
undergraduate career.
JOHN L E HMA N
He lost his "Bachelor's Degree" in the warm month of July, 1957, when his high
school love affair with Ann Brockow popped into full
bloom.
It will no doubt surprise some of you as it did me, to
know that John has an identical twin brother who is still
with Pacific Mutual.
To mention just a couple of his many talents, he was a
Choir Director in his church and he remains quite an expert at foretelling the fututre of the Stock Market.
High school and college found him very active, which
paved the way for his morale building personality as well
as his popularity here at Lorna Linda.
He served his class undauntingly as President during
his junior year and we all appreciate the terrific job he accomplished in coordinating the recent Student Convention.
He was awarded the $500.00 President's Award last year.
John, on behalf of the entire student body and faculty,
we would like to thank you for your many contributions to
your fellow students and at the same time congratulate you
as the D .S.A . Student of the Month for March, 1962 .

CHARLES E. TOOLE
Massachusetts Mutual
Life Insurance Company
124 East "F" Street
Suite 7, Ontario, Calif.

YU 4-5576

HOYT E. CUSHMAN
DENTAL LABORATORY
3612 W. Pico Blvd.
REPUBLIC

1-3161

Los Angeles 19
ZENITH

8754

Micro - Bond Porcelain Jackets & Bridges
Crown & Bridge
Vitallium & Gold Cast Partials
Fluid Balance - Swissedentures
Swiss Dalbo & CM 637
Stressbreaker Attachments

Accredited by So. Calif. Dental Assn.

DANIEL'S DILEMMA
by DANIEL

FREDERICKSON

Wrightwood, Califomia, D.A.N.A . (Dental Assn. News
Agency)
A major breakthrough in the world of science has been
reported by two formerly unknown dental technicians .
The investigators, Drs . Slalombaum and Lundski, report
that their new technique will revolutionize the entire field
of "wax addition" and "burn out."
As most major scientific discoveries, this too, happened
as an accident. It was one of those days when the necessary
control conditions were nonexistent and the investigators
Lundski and Slalombaum retreated to the local ski resort
areas, not realizing that it was there in the beauty of natural
surroundings that their discovery was imminent.
Arriving shortly after clinic opened in confusion due to
their absence, Slalombaum, Lundski, assistants BomberBigleau and Sushkinzer began their usual wax up method
to adjust the running surfaces of their skis to the existing
snow conditions. Following this rapid method of "wax
addition" during which time a smooth layer of wax is applied to the six and one-half foot boards, the scientific
troupe made their way to the landing ramp where a courteous assistant set them gently in comfortable bucket seats;
especially adapted to their Glutii. Tenseness arose in the
hearts of the troupe, as the ascent began. Fifty yards later
the two thousand foot vertical ascent was halted for repairs (in the shade at -20° and forty feet from the snowy
white surface of solid ice) . The brief delay- one hourtook its toll. Three operating fingers were frostbitten. But
meanwhile the molecules of wax were growing colder and
colder approaching the critical level. Arriving at the top,
the group promptly caught their outside edges and
sprawled, tumbled and rolled from the off-ramp. Having
regained his balance, Lundski, called a halt for further adjustments of the safety release bindings (a necessity in this
group). The flashing, daring group sped down the hill clad
in "Bag' ners" (the new version of clown unstretch pants).
Watch it! Here comes Littlefield, a competitor in research and development. (His field of study-plaster
casts.) Truly an accident looking for a place to happen.
Oblivious to the science of cold wax burn out, current
runner-up champ of the Alumni Grant Slalom at Mam-

d.s.a.

moth Mountain, California, Lundski gradually accelerated
out of control in the traverse. Reaching back into his
childhood experiences in Oregon, Lundski recalled the list.
Requirements of a successful turn: 1) weight on downhill
ski, 2) counter rotate, 3) drop in knees, 4) rise and glide
into fall line, 5) rotating in direction of a rounded turn in
the opposite direction, 6) drop in the knees transferring
the weight to the opposite ski, 7) rest, 8) contemplate
failure in shade of pine tree, 9) regain strength and try
walking down hill sanely.
Meanwhile research is going on, to the ignorance of the
investigators. Fifteen runs completed, and the sun begins
its descent burnishing a glorious spectra of color in the
western sky. ULLR, the ski god, once said what goes up
on skis must come down in pieces. Fortunately, all who
ventured into the white wilderness of the Sierra Nevadas
returned in one piece. A report will be given at the first
dental convention on the moon, regarding the results of
the low temperature wax burn out method. Currently information is being withheld for commercial purposes. (The
oven companies got wind of this when several medical students at the snow scene confiscated the results for ransom
money.) Other investigators in research seen at the snow
fields during the last few weeks have been: Dick Halburg,
Eldon Dickinson, Dick Prince, Dwayne Nash, Don Beglau, David Littlefield, and yours-for better, longer, rounder, fall line turns- truly- Daniel's Dilemma.
- - - - -- - d.s.a. - - - - - - -

Senior D. H. Scenes
by JOYCE HANSON
The phone jangled at Dean Clark's home. Alumnae,
guests and friends of the Senior Class of Dental Hygiene
were gathered for a short Saturday evening together. There
was a strain of nervous excitement in the air, as a few of
the junior entertainers had not arrived ... yet they had been
seen leaving the dorm almost half an hour before! The
flustered voice at the other end of the line supplied the
answer. After many wanderings through a maze of streets
and hills of Lorna Linda, the entertainment arrived. Indeed, it was worth waiting for! Verla Holub, gave a vocal
solo followed by a short poem, "Ode to a Dental Hygienist," read by Kathy Swinson. Jerry and Kathy Harrold
depicted the attractive qualities and assets of a gumchewing girl. This was most revealing! The refreshments
were equally as enjoyable as the foregoing program and a

A Complete Laboratory Service
Cast Removable - Denture - Porcelain
Crown a?d Bridge
- tn Vitallium- Gold- Luxene- Micro-Bond
We specialize in Advanced Prosthetics
BUTTRESS & DENNER
DENTAL LABORATORY
REpublic 1-9421
ZEnith 3241
3360 W. Olympic Blvd.
Pick up twice Daily
A ce1•edited by Southern Cal Dental Ass'n.
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good time was experienced by all. Those of the first graduating class in dental hygiene present were: Sandi Ross,
Beverly Ordway, Judy Sand, and Naomi Claxton.
Alumni weekend with its many busy activities, preparations for table clinics and the banquet on Monday evening,
the 13th, didn't defeat the attempts of the senior girls to
unite all three classes of dental hygiene. Pat Emmerson,
an alumna, kindly agreed to let us use her home on Sunday
evening. The senior girls displayed their cooking skills
and a very delectable dinner was served. After the dinner,
Verla Holub sang "Moon River" accompanied by Nadine
Ensminger at the piano. Dean Smith gave a very interesting and informative talk. A few remarks were presented
by Mrs. Violet Bates. The alumnae gave an $80. 00 award
to Nel Hoffman, whom they thought very deserving because of her consistent leadership, direction and scholastic
attainment, in spite of her added duties as mother of three
lively boys. Alumnae gatherings are always an inspiration
to all concerned and at the same moment there is a tinge
of sadness because never again will we be able to assemble
in the completeness that we know while attending LLU.
- - - - - - - d.s.a. - - - - - - -

,</

IV«jht to.

Reme~e!J-

by CAROL TAGUE

The Alumni-Student Dental Convention Banquet, held
in the California Room at the Mission Inn in Riverside
on Monday night, March 12, was the crowning event of
the dental convention.
The banquet co-ordinated by Joni Hankins and assisted
by Pauline Tahmisian was sponsored by the Alumni-Student Dental Convention Committee and was featured as a
"Night in Venice." At the door the 373 guests were given
a special welcome by the hostess and host Donna Smith
and Tony Theodorou, who were dressed in authentic Italian
costumes. The theme was carried out with a large gondola
at the entrance boarded with two candy-striped poles. On
the individual tables were smaller gondolas filled with red
and white flowers, and bordered with hurricane lamps and
red candles, all adding to the atmosphere.
During the dinner of lasagne, which was delectable, but
in cases exclaimed inadequate for some of the male appetites, the guests were entertained by a soprano, a violinist,
and an accordionist. The soprano sang such songs as Estralita to John Lehman, chairman of the dental convention
committee, who, by the way, was all alone for the evening
due to the fact that his wife had a date with the measles.
Herman Montgomery was also enchanted by the tender but
temporary declaration of love . . . later that evening his
wife had words with him.
After the dinner, Jerry Pettis, as master of ceremonies
for the evening introduced Dean Smith, who gave a brief
speech entitled, "Why an Alumni-Student Day." Following this the University of Southern California Steel Band
with their oil drums, steel brake drums and ruffied-sleeve
costumes, presented a lively and interesting program. The
group presented such numbers as Mambo Jombo, Greensleeves, Matilda and the Limbo. The brilliance of their
performance was also displayed by the comments of the
Limbo dancer who stated, "If I wasn't so high, I would
have gotten down low. "
The program was concluded with the presentation of
prizes to the winners of the day's table clinics.

d.s.a.
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onlyIa~® offers
the range of
natural tooth colors
for the age and
complexion
requirements

every
denture
case
of

When you design a denture case
with Trubyte Bioblend, the
entire range of natural tooth colors
is at your fingertips. With the
new, improved Blend Selector,
you can see at a glance the
twelve correlated polychromatic
blends of central, lateral and
cuspid. You can match more
natural teeth than ever beforefor every age group, for every
complexion type.

A not her fine product by ...
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